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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Spatio-temporal Networks: Modeling and Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Spatio-temporal networks (STN)are spatial networks whose topology and/or attributes change with time. These are encountered in many critical areas of everyday life such as transportation networks, electric power distribution grids, and social networks of mobile users. STN modeling and computations raise significant challenges. The model must...
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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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Modern Database Management (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
STUDY.MODERN DATABASE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LATEST COVERAGE!  

	Complete SQL Coverage! Now two full chapters on SQL (Chapters 7 and 8) provide a thorough introduction to SQL, plus advanced material with examples.
	Internet Database...
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The Book of JavaScript, 2nd Edition: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2006
The Book of JavaScript teaches readers how to add interactivity, animation, and other tricks to their web sites with JavaScript. Rather than provide a series of cut-and-paste scripts, thau! takes the reader through a series of real world JavaScript code with an emphasis on understanding. Each chapter focuses on a few important JavaScript...
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Oracle Insights: Tales of the Oak TableApress, 2004

	OvER THE PAST fifteen years I have worked for Oracle Corporation, and with many

	customers who were keen to find the limitations of the (then) current Oracle database

	on the latest and greatest hardware platforms of the day.





	These customers have demanded ever increasing database performance at

	what seems a...
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C Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	
		This book contains good number of C “recipes” for readers at all levels, from beginning
	
		to advanced. This book follows a problem-solution approach so that you can quickly find
	
		the solution to a desired problem. Every solution comes with suitable code and a brief
	
		discussion of that code. An attempt has been...
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Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks: Adventures in Better Web Apps (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Whether you need a new tool or just inspiration, Seven Web Frameworks in Seven Weeks explores modern options, giving you a taste of each with ideas that will help you create better apps. You'll see frameworks that leverage modern programming languages, employ unique architectures, live client-side instead of server-side, or embrace...
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Java: Practical Guide for ProgrammersMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
The purpose of this book is to help you quickly learn the essentials of the Java language.
After its release in 1995, Java was initially used to execute programs from a Web page by
means of applets. However, Java is also a general-purpose, object-oriented programming
language. Java is used for developing applications as diverse as...
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Theoretical Introduction to ProgrammingSpringer, 2005
Including easily digested information about fundamental techniques and concepts in software construction, this book is distinct in unifying pure theory with pragmatic details. Driven by generic problems and concepts, with brief and complete illustrations from languages including C, Prolog, Java, Scheme, Haskell and HTML.  This book is intended to...
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Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach will serve all of your Ajax needs, by providing adaptable solutions for common tasks you'll want to implement on web sites using the next generation of Ajax and REST techniques. As a JavaScript developer, your time is precious, so you'll want to solve problems that present themselves in...
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